Characteristic functions are constructed for classes of infinitely differentiable functions defined on a half-line and for Paley-Wiener classes. A corresponding result is given for normal operators defined in Hilbert space.
Introduction
Let Mn be a sequence of positive numbers. We denote by C{Mn) the class of infinitely differentiable functions f(x), real valued and satisfying the inequality (1.1) \fn)(x)\<AB"Mn, « = 0,1,..., for all x g R and some constants A and B (which may depend on /). According to Gorny's inequalities [6] , we can replace the sequence Mn by one that is logarithmically convex, and this, without altering the class C{Mn). So now we assume the sequence Mn to be logarithmically convex. Following Bang's terminology, we shall term a function h(x) characteristic of the class C{Mn) if it belongs to this class and if, for some positive constants C and D, CDnMn < sup_0O<v<oo \h {x)\, n > 0. Gorny [6] was first to construct such functions. Using a method of Cartan [4] , who dealt with this problem in the case of functions defined on a bounded interval, Bang [3] has given another construction of a characteristic function of C{Mn). It can be written as
where T{r) = supn>0rn¡Mn , r > 0, and rk is chosen so that Mk = rk/T(rk) (Bang's choice of rk is Mk+X/Mk). Our aim is to extend Cartan's method to other types of classes.
The classes Cd{Mn}
The class Cd{Mn} consists of those functions f(x) defined and infinitely differentiable on the half-line x > 0, which satisfy (1.1). As a consequence of Gorny's inequalities, we have Cd{Mn} = Cd{Mn } . Here Mn is the upper envelope of all sequences bounded by Mn and of the form ar"/nn , n > 0, where a and r are nonnegative constants. We will assume that Mn = Mn . We construct first a characteristic function for Cd{Mn) in the case Mn = ar"/n" (in the case C{Mn} where Mn is logarithmically convex, this sequence Mn is the upper envelope of sequences of the form ar" ; a characteristic function for C{ar"} is then acos(-n/4 + rx) ; compare with (1.2); in all these subcases one must obtain the same constants A, B, C, and D). Proof. If one defines H(r) -supn>0r"/(n"Mn), r > 0 (see [1] ) then, since Mn = Mn , we have n (2.4) Mn = sup-'-a, n>0.
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For each n, let rn > 0 be a value of r giving the supremum. We put (compare with (1.2)) to2" »('*)
Using (2.1), we obtain for n > 0 and x > 0, so that /î(x) 6 Cd{Mn}. Also from (2.2) we have that the «th derivative at 0 of all terms in (2.5) are of the same sign, and so, for n > 0,
Remarks. The classes Cd{Mn} are introduced by Mandelbrojt [9] in the context of a theory of generalized quasi-analyticity. Agmon [ 1 ] studied the problem of the equivalence (or, more generally, the inclusion) of such classes: Cd{Mn} c Cd{Ln} if and only if Mn < ABnLn, n > 0, for some constants A and B.
This follows from the equality Cd{Mn} = Cd{Mn} and Theorem 1. However, Agmon's statement that ]imMn'" < oo implies Cd{Mn} = Cd{l} is not correct. For instance we have Cd{n~"} ^ Cd{\}. Then he used Laguerre polynomials in conjunction with the condition limMn'" = oo. Mandelbrojt (see [10, p. 230] ) also considered the question under the assumption lim mJ" > 0. The function cos(v^) is a special case of the Mittag-Leffler functions Ea(z) (see, i.e. [11] ). Korenbljum [7] had used these functions to show, in particular, that Cd{Mn) ¿ {0} if limnMlJ" > 0.
The Paley-Wiener classes
For a sequence of positive numbers Mn and for 1 < p < oo, let Lp{Mn} denote the class of complex-valued, infinitely differentiable functions f(x), xeR, which satisfy, for some constants A and B, ¡[J00Jf("\x)\pdx]j "<AB"Mn, n>0.
As in the C{Mn} case, we can assume that the sequence Mn is logarithmically convex (see, i.e., [13] ).
Let <p(Ç), t, e R, be a function of class C , nonnegative, not identically zero, and with compact support contained in (-oo, 0]. We put 
2)
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We also have, if r > K, Also, if a = log(7J /A) and ß = \og{A/B) , ap + ß is the linear function of p, equal to log A at p -1 and to logT?2 at p = 2, and we obtain for p > 2, \og((B2/A)p{A/B)2) = ap + ß < log \\f\\p . This gives the first statement. G Now we will show that h(x), as given by (3.1), is characteristic of all the classes Lp{Mn}, 1 < p < oo . Theorem 2. Let Mn be a sequence of positive numbers, logarithmically convex. Then the function h{x), as given by (3.1), belongs to Lp{Mn}, 1 < p < oo. Also, for each such p, there exist positive constants C and D such that (3.6) CD" <\\h{n)\\p, n>0.
Proof. Let 7v be as in Lemma 2. Then, using (3.2),
The first sum is bounded by a constant D (dependent only on K and the sequence Mn). Also, for some ô > 0, â" < Mn, n > 0, since Mn is logarithmically convex. We thus obtain, using the definition of T(r) (see §1), P^IL, < AD{BK/ô)"Mn + ABnMn and it follows that A e Lp{Mn) .
By Lemma 3 it is sufficient to show (3.6) for p = 2 . First we assume that the sequence mJ" is unbounded. Then limrA. = oo. Since it is also sufficient to prove (3.6) for large values of n , we may assume that n is such that rn > 2K . By Plancherel's formula and the positivity of <p , we obtain (3.7) Now using (3.3), the inequality rn > 2K and the defining property of rn (see §1) we deduce that \\h(n)\\22 > n2f2M2n and obtain (3.6) . Finally, we assume that the sequence Mn is bounded. It is then sufficient to verify (3.6) with Mn = 1 . By Plancherel's theorem and the positivity of tp , we have [12] in their study of the problem of quasi-analyticity by means of the Fourier transformation. Mandelbrojt [8] proved the following statement. Let Mn and Ln be two sequences of positive numbers, and assume Mn is logarithmically convex; then L2{MJ c L2{Ln} if and only if Mn < ABnLn, n > 0, provided logA/" = 0(n ). The statement follows immediately, without this last condition, from Theorem 2. Using a topological method of Hormander, Couture [5] solved the problem of the equivalence of the classes Lp{Mn}, 1 < p < oo (same statement as for p = 2). This also follows from Theorem 2.
The classes Ht{MJ
Let H be a complex Hilbert space and T, densely defined (possibly unbounded) normal operator in H. Let Mn be a sequence of positive numbers. We define 77 {Mn} as the "class" of vectors v e 77 belonging to the domain of definition of all iterates T" of T and satisfying \\T"v\\<AB"Mn, «>0, for some constants A and B. Since ||rnt;|| is a logarithmically convex sequence (see, for instance the appendix in [2] ), we may assume the same of Mn . Let dP denote the spectral decomposition of T, and Pr s, r < s, the subspace of 77 corresponding by dP to the ring {z e C: r < \z\ < s} .
Lemma 4.
If v e Pr s has norm \\v\\ = 1, then r" < \\T"v\\ < s", n > 0.
Proof. We have for all n > 0,
\\T"v\\= f \X\2n\\dPkv\\2= f \X\2"\\dPiV\\2.
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The lemma follows. D Theorem 3. We assume that there exists a constant S, 0 < ô < 1, such that PSr r / {0} if r is sufficiently large. Then there exists a characteristic vector v for the class H {Mn} ; that is, v e 77 {Mn} and, for some positive constants C and D, CD" < \\T"v\\, n>0.
Proof. Take rQ so that r > rQ implies Pr = PSr r / {0}. First let us assume that the sequence Mn+X/Mn is unbounded. We choose two sequences of real numbers, k¡ and r¡, i > 1, such that (iii) ki+x is the smallest integer k such that S~ r. < Mk/Mk_x , / > 1 .
Condition (ii) implies Mk/Mk_x < ri so, kj+x > kt and rj+, > S~ r¡ by (iii). The sequence kt is thus strictly increasing and the rings {X e C: or¡ < \X\ < r¡), i > 1, are disjoint. The corresponding subspaces Pf are then mutually orthogonal. By (i), Pr ± {0} and we choose a vector v¡ G Pr with \v¡\\= 1 . We then put oo .
-Ei vi , 2k-T(rt) ■
As Tnvi e Pr , the vectors T"vi, i > 1 , are mutually orthogonal and we have (4-1) II^H2 = E¿^Í> ">0-,=, 2-' r(r(.)
,2 ^ v^oo ,, ,«,2Jfc,x, 2n irj., ,2, By Lemma 4, ||r"v|| <I3/^i(l/2 '){f"/T{r^) ) and so, using the definition of T(r) (see §1), \\T"v\\ < {£°!, l/22kj}l/2Mn , n > 0. We have shown that veHT{Mn}.
On the other hand, given an integer n > kx , we take i as the greatest integer such that k¡ < n and using (4.1) we obtain Lemma 4 and (ii), 1 (Srf n-k, /•, \\Tv^^:-TÎh^77^û-nMk, 2^i T(r¡) -(4,5"
Since n < k¡+x , by (iii) we have MJMn_x < ô r¡ and so, using logarithmic convexity, Mn < Mk (ô~ r¡)n~ '. Combining this inequality with (4.2) we obtain ||r"v|| > {ô2/4)"Mn , and v satisfies the requirements of the theorem. Finally, if the sequence Mn+X/Mn is bounded, one may simply choose r so that Pr ^ {0} and take v equal to a vector of norm 1 in Pr. Using Lemma 4, one easily obtains that this vector v is characteristic of the class 77 {Mn} . D
